The spectral volume scattering function (VSF) was measured in a coastal environment from 0.6°to 177.3°b y use of a recently developed device. The spectral variations of the particulate VSF and phase function (i.e., ratio of the VSF to the scattering coefficient) were examined as a function of the scattering angle. The angular dependency of both VSF and phase-function spectra was highly sensitive to the absorption and to the size distribution of the particles. As a result, the use of spectrally neutral phase functions in radiative-transfer modeling is questioned.
Introduction
The volume scattering function [VSF, hereafter denoted ␤͑͒, where is the scattering angle] describes the angular distribution of the light scattering that results from an incident beam interacting with an infinitesimally small volume of water. It is a fundamental inherent optical property for understanding marine optics. For example, with regard to satellite remote-sensing applications, knowledge of the VSF together with the absorption coefficient and the surface boundary conditions (wind, state of the sea) allows a prediction of the water-leaving radiance to be made, which is of primary importance for deriving biogeochemical parameters such as chlorophyll concentration. One can also use the VSF measurements to obtain information about the nature of the particulate matter in the oceans, such as the refractive index and the size distribution of particles. Several models that rely on scattering properties were developed to estimate the bulk refractive index of particles. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] For most of these models, the particulate backscattering ratio (i.e., the ratio of the particulate backscattering coefficient to the particulate scattering coefficient) is the key parameter. This is so because this ratio is highly sensitive to both the composition of the particles and their size. For example, minerals, bubbles, 11, 12 and submicrometric 13 particles typically induce high values of the backscattering ratio, whereas phytoplankton and large cells exhibit low values of this ratio.
Despite its fundamental nature, the range of variability of the VSF in the ocean remains largely unknown, mainly because of practical difficulties in achieving direct VSF measurements. Most of the available measurements were carried out decades ago. 14 -17 Owing to the lack of VSF data, a typical approach to radiative-transfer modeling has consisted of using an averaged particulate phase function derived from Petzold's data 15 to predict the water-leaving signal. The decision to use an average phase function was also made to facilitate numerical intercomparisons among radiative transfer models. 18 Nevertheless, such an approach is questionable because phytoplankton, detritus, bubbles, and resuspended sediment, which all have different optical properties, contribute to the VSF of the particles. Another way to overcome the lack of VSF measurements consists of using models, such as Mie theory, to compute the particles' VSFs. This way of computation, however, requires knowledge of the bulk refractive index and the size distribution of the particles. The bulk refractive index (relative to the refractive index of seawater) usually used for phytoplankton and minerals ranges from 1.02 to 1.07 (Refs. 19 -21) and from 1.14 to 1.26, 22, 23 respectively, whereas the relative refractive index of bubbles is 0.75. A power law (Junge distribution) is often used to approximate the particle size distribution. 11,24 -26 Other models based on bimodal size distribution have also been developed [27] [28] [29] to separate the contribution of the small, supposedly mineral, particles from the large biogenic particles.
To overcome the lack of data, several instruments to measure ␤͑͒ in situ were recently designed. The Hydroscat-6 (HOBILabs) instrument 30 provides ␤͑͒ at a single scattering angle, namely, 140°, at six wavelengths. The ECO-VSF (WETLabs) instrument measures ␤͑͒ at three scattering angles (100°, 125°, and 150°) at a single wavelength. The volume scattering meter 31 (VSM) is a novel instrument that measures the VSF in the ocean over nearly the complete angular range of the scattering angles, thus allowing measurements of the phase functions of the particles to be made. In spite of their large differences in design and calibration, the three instruments mentioned above showed agreement within 10% during an intercomparison exercise. 10 Despite the fact that VSF measurements are now possible with this new generation of devices, results related to the variability of the VSF in the open ocean and coastal waters remain scarce. The VSM instrument was recently used in a multispectral mode in a coastal environment, namely, the Crimea Peninsula in the Black Sea. 32 For the first time, the volume scattering function was measured at various wavelengths (i.e., 443, 490, and 555 nm) in a range of scattering angles of 0.6°-177.3°. In the present paper we focus on the angular dependency of the spectral variation of the VSF and the phase function of particles; the latter currently remains limited to relatively few determinations. The paper is organized as follows: First, the protocols used for the absorption and scattering measurements are described. Then the spectral variations of the VSF and the phase function are presented and discussed. The influence of the absorption and the size distribution of particles on the spectral shapes of the VSF is examined.
Material and Methods
The data analyzed in this study were collected from an oceanographic platform located 600 m offshore the southern coast of the Crimea Peninsula in the Black Sea. Seawater samples (132 in total) were collected from 27 July to 15 August 2002 at depths of 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 m at 11 h local time. The notation and abbreviations used to describe this study in the balance of this paper are listed in Appendix A.
A. Chlorophyll and Absorption Measurements
The chlorophyll a concentrations (hereafter referred to as Chl a) and the particulate absorption measurements were carried out following the ocean optics protocols recommended for the satellite ocean color sensor validation. 33 Chl a was determined by use of the standard fluorometric method. 34 The absorption coefficients of the particles were measured based on the methods described by Yentsch 35 and by Mitchell and Kiefer. 36 The separation of the particulate absorption into phytoplankton and other components is based on the methanol extraction method. 37 The measurement made before the extraction with methanol provides the total particulate absorption coefficient a p , while the depigmented particle absorption coefficient a NAP is obtained after extraction. The parameter a NAP is consistent with absorption by the detrital particulate matter and is thus referred to as the nonalgal particle absorption coefficient. Phytoplankton absorption coefficient a ph , which represents absorption by living particles, is obtained as the difference between a p and a NAP . Details of the protocols used for the Chl a and absorption measurements are provided by Chami et al. 32 B. Scattering Measurements
Volume Scattering Meter
The measurements of the VSF were carried out with the VSM instrument, which was developed at the Marine Hydrophysical Institute (Ukraine) in cooperation with Satlantic, Inc. (Canada). 31 The VSM has already been described by Lee and Lewis. 31 The main features of the instrument are summarized in this section. The VSM provides measurements of the VSF with an angular resolution of 0.3°(from 0.6°to 177.3°). The concept of the instrument differs from traditional approaches inasmuch as the positions of the light source and the photodetector are fixed. The measurement angle is modified by rotation of a special periscope prism with three reflecting facets. The shape of the prism, together with precise design geometry, allows the scattered radiance to be detected practically over the full angular range. The beam divergence is 0.1°, and the receiver acceptance angle is 0.2°. When the measurement angle is equal to zero, the instrument permits the measurement of beamattenuation coefficient c. The VSF is extrapolated in the near-forward direction to 0°through a power-law dependency. 38 The integration of ␤͑͒ provides scattering coefficient b [Eq. 
The normalization of ␤͑͒ by the scattering coefficient yields phase function ␤ :
To obtain the VSF of the particles, ␤ p ͑͒, we subtracted the contribution of pure seawater to VSF from the measurements by applying the coefficients provided by Morel. 39 The correction for salinity was carried out according to the method of Boss and Pegau. 40 For the first time to our knowledge, the VSM instrument was used in a multispectral mode. This was possible because the design of the VSM allows a filter wheel to be added in front of the receiver. Three spectral filters, centered at 443, 490, and 555 nm with a bandpass of 20 nm at full width at halfmaximum, were employed. The VSM was operated in benchtop mode on the discrete samples on the platform. The subsamples from the same Niskin bottle used for the Chl a and absorption measurements were introduced into the chamber of the VSM for analysis, providing us with concurrent measurements of VSF, Chl a, and particulate absorption.
Calibration of the Volume Scattering Meter
Because the VSM is still a new instrument that has not been extensively used in field experiments, its calibration is worth describing in detail.
Signal S͑, ͒ recorded in relative units by a computer can be expressed as
where is the wavelength, is the scattering angle,
͔ is the radiance of scattered light incident onto the photodetector, and P͑,
͔ is a coefficient that describes the conversion of light energy into counts. Scattered light B s ͑, ͒ ͓W nm Ϫ1 sr
Ϫ1
͔ is proportional to incident flux ͑͒ ͓W nm Ϫ1 ͔:
͔ depends on the geometry of the sampling chamber and on the beam-attenuation coefficient. Combining Eqs. (4) and (5), we can write
In Eq. (6), G͑, ͒ does not depend on the incident flux. K͑, ͒ [counts sr] is the calibration coefficient. The calibration procedure consists in determining coefficient K͑, ͒.
Function G͑, ͒ is written as
where V͑͒ [m] is the average path length within the scattering volume. The scattering volume is the intersection between the viewing cone of the detector and the light beam. V͑͒ is calculated as the ratio of the scattering volume ͓m ͔ is the beam-attenuation coefficient, and ␤͑, ͒ is the VSF ͓m Ϫ1 sr
͔. Scattering volume V͑͒ and photon path length L͑͒ are computed theoretically from the geometrical parameters of the device, including the position of the prism. The theoretical calculations provide values of V͑͒ in the full range of scattering angles (i.e., from 0°t o 180°), allowing the VSF to be processed in the near-forward and near-backward directions. Attenuation coefficient c is derived from the measurement of the intensity 31 of the light at 0°. Therefore, given wavelength and scattering angle , calibration coefficient K͑, ͒ can be derived from Eqs. (6) and (7) if the values of ␤͑, ͒ are known at any angles. Using the subscript cal to refer to a calibration experiment, we express K͑, ͒ as
Practically, the calibration was carried out as follows: The chamber of the VSM instrument that contains the sample was filled with a suspension of artificial particles that consisted of latex polystyrene microspheres of precisely known size and refractive index ͑n 1 ϭ 1.59͒. A set of beads size ranging from 0.6 to 160 m was used. Because the particles are nearly perfectly spherical, their VSF can be predicted with high accuracy from Mie theory. Therefore the beads provide a means to calibrate the instrument. Calibration coefficient K͑, ͒ was estimated by the least-squares method based on minimization of the difference between the logarithms of the measured and the simulated signals. The observations of the VSF of beads compared well with theoretical Mie calculations (Fig. 1) . The uncertainty in ␤͑͒ based on the calibration experiment was less than 10% for each wavelength: The relative error was 5.7 at 443 nm, 4.8% at 490 nm, and 5.2 at 555 nm. A postdeployment calibration, which was carried out just after the field campaign, revealed that the instrument did not drift.
When the calibration is made and coefficient K͑, ͒ is known, the spectral volume scattering function of the samples is derived from Eqs. (6) and (7):
Results and Discussion
The variability in the Chl a concentration and in the optical properties of the particles (i.e., absorption, scattering, and backscattering coefficients) observed during the field experiment was discussed by Chami et al. 32 Briefly, Chl a varied from 0.45 to 2.1 mg m
Ϫ3
, as was typical of summer conditions. The nonalgal particles' absorption contributed 40% to as much as 88% at 443 nm to the total particulate absorption. The values of the backscattering ratio of the particles, b bp (i.e., defined as the ratio of the backscattering coefficient to the scattering coefficient), varied in the range 1.2%-3.2%. The spectral shapes of scattering coefficient b p , backscattering coefficient b bp , and backscattering ratio b bp of particles often showed a significant depression ͑ϳ20%͒ in the blue relative to the green. In what follows, we discuss the spectral variation of the VSF and the phase function of particles.
A. Spectral Variation of the Particulate Volume Scattering Function at 140°P
revious studies 30, 32, 40, 41 showed that ␤ p ͑140°͒ could be used to derive the backscattering coefficient b bp . Therefore the analysis of ␤ p ͑140°͒ is of particular interest, for example, in remote-sensing studies. So far, the lack of knowledge regarding the spectral behavior of ␤ p ͑140°͒ is still important. Figure 2 shows examples of the spectral variation of ␤ p ͑140°͒ measured on different days and at several depths during the experiment. To highlight the varying spectral shape of ␤ p ͑140°͒, we normalized the values to the value at 555 nm. The dependency of ␤ p ͑140°͒ on wavelength showed variable shapes. The examples plotted in ). The spectral ratio ␤ p ͑140°, 443 nm)͞␤ p ͑140°, 555 nm) varied from 0.7 to 1.20, thus highlighting the difficulty of establishing a general law for the spectral variation of ␤ p ͑140°͒. As shown in Fig. 2 , the values at 443 nm were generally lower than those at 490 nm, leading to a convex shape of the spectra. The analysis of the data revealed that the decrease of ␤ p ͑140°͒ at 443 nm tended to be more pronounced after 6 August.
These results are not unexpected from both theory and previous measurements. [42] [43] [44] The spectral variations of the scattering properties of the particles are sensitive to the absorption effects, [42] [43] [44] especially in the vicinity of the absorption bands where the real part of refractive index n p exhibits weak variations owing to anomalous dispersion. 42, 45 More specifically, with increasing wavelength , n p exhibits a dip and then an increase as it passes throughout the absorption band. Such a dip induces a decrease of the scattering coefficient. As a result, high absorption leads to lower scattering. In this study, the mean single scattering albedo of the particles, p , which is defined as the ratio of scattering coefficient b p to attenuation coefficient c p , was 0.77 Ϯ 0.07, 0.84 Ϯ 0.04, and 0.92 Ϯ 0.03 at 443, 490, and 555 nm, respectively. The low p values in the blue part of the spectrum underline the strong influence of the absorption on the scattering process, which is consistent with a decrease of ␤ p ͑140°͒ in the blue domain, in agreement with the theory of anomalous dispersion. In particular, the observation that ␤ p ͑140°, 443 nm)͞␤ p ͑140°, 555 nm) was minimum on 1 August at 20 m and maximum on 8 August at 0 m (Fig. 2) is consistent with the magnitude of the measured particulate absorption coefficient. Furthermore, Bricaud and Morel 42 and Ahn et al. 43 showed, based on measurements of algae cultures that backscattering efficiency factor Q bb of several species increases with wavelength in the range 400-500 nm. Backscattering efficiency factor Q bb is defined as the ratio of the radiative energy backscattered by the particle to the energy impinging on the geometrical cross section of the same particle. The decrease of Q bb in the blue was ascribed to variations of the absorption properties. As ␤ p ͑140°͒ is highly correlated to b bp , 30, 35 and thus to Q bb , the sensitivity of the measured ␤ p ͑140°͒ spectra to the absorption effects is consistent with these experimental observations. The significant drop of p at 443 nm suggests the presence of colored particles (i.e., more absorbing in the blue domain) in the study area with significant effect on total scattering. The relationship between ␤ p ͑140°, 443 nm͒ and the particulate absorption coefficients was studied. ␤ p ͑140°, 443 nm͒ was found to be significantly correlated with the absorption coefficient of the nonalgal particles, a NAP at 400 nm [ Fig.  3(a) ], while no significant correlation with the absorption coefficient of phytoplankton a ph at 443 nm was found [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Therefore the same particles contributing to a NAP were the major contributors to ␤ p ͑140°, 443 nm͒. Because these particles were highly absorbing in the blue (because a NAP increases exponentially with decreasing ), they were probably responsible for the decline of ␤ p ͑140°, 443 nm͒. Actually, either of two relationships was observed, depending on whether the measurements were collected before 6 August (slope, 0.014 sr Ϫ1 ; r 2 ϭ 0.86) or after 6 August (slope, 0.0048 sr Ϫ1 ; r 2 ϭ 0.76). This means that the absorbing particles contributing to ␤ p ͑140°, 443 nm͒ changed during the experiment. After 6 August, the magnitude of ␤ p ͑140°, 443 nm͒ decreased (Fig. 3) , meaning that the contributors to the backscattering signal showed a higher ratio of absorption to scattering. The increased absorption efficiency of the particles is corroborated by the significant decrease of p ͑443 nm͒ after 6 August, with mean values of p ͑443 nm͒ that varied from 0.82 Ϯ 0.04 before 6 August to 0.73 Ϯ 0.04 after 6 August. Based on the analysis of backscattering ratio b bp , Chami et al. 32 showed that highly refractive particles, such as minerals, were the primary components that influenced the backscattering coefficient in the study area. Therefore mineral particles manifested high variability in their absorption properties during the experiment. This is not surprising because previous studies 23, 46 -49 showed that the specific absorption by minerals can vary by more than 1 order of magnitude in natural waters. The significant variability observed in the absorption properties of the particles during the field campaign was accompanied by an important variability of the angular shape of the VSF as well. At 443 nm, the angular ratio ␤ p ͑140°͒͞␤ p ͑90°͒, which is a measure of the asymmetry of the VSF, varied from 0.80 Ϯ 0.07 before 6 August to 0.63 Ϯ 0.05 after 6 August, which means a steepening of the VSF in the backward direction in the second half of the experiment. Additionally, based on the measurements of the phytoplankton's specific absorption coefficient (which is defined as the ratio of phytoplankton absorption to Chl a), Chami et al. 32 showed that the community structure of phytoplankton also changed after 6 August with the presence of larger cells or cells acclimated to lower light. Therefore both the VSF and the absorption measurements support the idea that the water body changed during the experiment. This change in the water mass was closely related to atmospheric conditions. A low-pressure system passed over the Crimea Peninsula on 6 -7 August, producing important changes in the weather leading to an increase of the wind speed to 12 m s
Ϫ1
. The gusting wind modified the direction of the coastal currents, which was measured with an acoustic Doppler current profiler instrument. 32 The eastern transport of the seawater along the coast observed before 6 August was replaced by a western transport. The advection of a new water mass in the study area probably explains the observed variations in the optical properties of the particles. Based on (i) the geography of the study area, (ii) the direction of the currents after 6 August, and (iii) the fact that optical properties of the particles are typical of the types of coastal waters, we believe that the water body came from the productive Azov Sea.
B. Spectral Variation of the Particulate VSF as a Function of the Scattering Angle
The originality of this study lies in our ability to investigate the spectral variation of the VSF with respect to the scattering angle for the first time based on modern instrumentation. A significant variability of the spectral shape of the VSF was observed during the experiment (Fig. 4) , especially in the backward hemisphere. The VSF at 443 nm was widely different from the VSFs at 490 and 555 nm, which were often nearly similar. For example, the VSF was lower in the blue relative to the green from 60°to 177°on 30 July at 0 m [ Fig. 4(a) ], whereas the opposite behavior of the VSF was observed on 1 August at 16 m, at least up to 150°[ Fig. 4(b) ]. On the basis of the results obtained for the ␤ p ͑140°͒ spectra, the spectral ratio ␤ p ͑, 443 nm͒͞␤ p ͑, 555 nm͒ [hereafter referred to as R 443͞555 ͑͒] is a relevant parameter with which to study the wavelength dependency of the VSF measured at all angles. The measurements showed that R 443͞555 is highly dependent on the scattering angle. In spite of the great variability observed during the experiment, three general shapes of the angular variation of R 443͞555 prevailed (Fig. 5) . One shape was characterized by a nearly regular decrease of R 443͞555 ͑͒ with increasing , as observed on 28 July at 4 m and on 30 July at 0 m [ Fig. 5(a) ]. The two other shapes showed more-intricate spectral changes. The first exhibited a maximum near 120°, for example on Because the spectral behavior of ␤ p ͑140°͒ was shown to be strongly influenced by the absorption properties of the particles, we investigated whether the angular variations observed in R 443͞555 ͑͒ can also be sensitive to the effects of the particulate absorption. Therefore, angular ratio R 443͞555 ͑120°͒͞ R 443͞555 ͑140°͒, which provides information about the magnitude of the decrease of R 443͞555 with in the backward direction, was related to parameter a p ͞c p at 443 nm. Because the optical properties of the particles were variable at the surface during the experiment, 32 we first focused on the relationship in the 0-4 m layer. A significant positive correlation was found ͑r 2 ϭ 0.76): R 443͞555 ͑120°͒͞R 443͞555 ͑140°͒ increases by nearly 30% with increasing a p ͞c p (Fig. 7) . Therefore the increased contribution of the particulate absorption to the attenuation coefficient leads to a steeper slope of R 443͞555 with . As an example, the highest values of the angular ratio were observed when the data were collected after 6 August, where a p ͞c p ͑443 nm͒ Ͼ 0.2 [i.e., p ͑443 nm͒ Ͻ 0.8]. However, it should be stressed that no correlation was found between R 443͞555 ͑120°͒͞ R 443͞555 ͑140°͒ and a p ͞c p ͑443 nm͒ for the whole data set, thus suggesting that absorption by the particles might not be the only factor influencing the angular shape of R 443͞555 ().
To verify that angular dependency of the spectral ratio could be reproduced from theory, we compared the experimental results with Mie theory. When dealing with in situ measurements, one can justify the use of Mie theory because a randomly oriented population of irregularly shaped particles can be well approximated by an equivalent size distribution of spherical particles. We carried out computations for a realistic range of relative refractive-index and particle-size distributions. The real part of relative refractive index n p varied from 1.02 to 1.20 in steps of 0.01, and the imaginary part, n p Ј, varied from 0 to 0.01 in steps of 0.0005. We also tested the refractive index of 0.75 to examine the possible influence of bubbles. A Junge hyperbolic size distribution, which often is used for natural waters, 24,40,50,51 was applied as the particle-size distribution. The Junge exponent of the distribution varied from 3.1 to 5.0 in steps of 0.1 in the simulations, and the minimum and maximum radii of the distribution were 0.1 and 40 m, respectively. The accuracy of the retrieval of the measurements of R 443͞555 ͑͒ and R 490͞555 ͑͒ [note that R 490͞555 ͑͒ is the spectral ratio of ␤ p from 490 to 555 nm] was estimated from the relative root-meansquare error (RMS), which is defined as
where R ͞555 ͑͒ is the parameter being investigated, is either 443 or 490, and N is the number of scattering angles. Because our goal was to examine whether the three prevailing spectral shapes of variations in R 443͞555 with (as shown in Fig. 5 ) could be explained by theory, we focused on the retrieval of representative measurements such as those collected on 28 July at 4 m, on 1 August at 20 m, on 11 August at 16 m, and on 12 August at 4 m. On 28 July, we obtained the best agreement between measurements and computations when the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index were n p ϭ 1.14, n p Ј ϭ 0.002 at 443 nm and n p Ј ϭ 0 at 490 nm; and the Junge exponent was 3.9 [ Fig. 8(a) ]. The RMS of R 443͞555 ͑͒ was 5.7% and of R 490͞555 ͑͒ was 4.3% (Table 1 ). Despite the fact that the values of the inputs of Mie computations could not be rigorously validated, it is worth noting that the value of n p is consistent with the refractive index estimated from backscattering ratio b bp (Ref. 32) by use of the model of Twardowski et al., which was also 1.14. Similarly, a complex refractive index, and thus absorption, was introduced at 443 nm for correctly retrieving the data. We also tested the case of nonabsorbing particles at 443 nm [i.e., n p Ј ϭ 0; Fig. 8(b) ] to quantify the influence of the absorption. The mismatch between the computations and the measurements was significant ͑RMS, 13.3%͒. The greatest discrepancies were observed in the backward direction where the calculations of ␤ p for nonabsorbing particles showed a fairly neutral spectral variation with . The influence of absorption on the scattering process was expected to be less in the forward direction because scattering in the forward peak is sensitive more to the size of particles throughout the diffraction phenomena and to a lesser extent to the refractive index of particles. Introduction of absorption allows us to explain the observed decrease of R 443͞555 with . Therefore the strong sensitivity of the ␤ p spectra with the scattering angle to the absorption effects, as observed in the surface layer (Fig. 7) , is supported by theory.
We also tried to match the measured angular variation of R 443͞555 with theory for the other prevailing spectral shapes (i.e., those of 1, 11, and 12 August). Despite the introduction of complex refractive indices, the Junge size distribution did not allow us to retrieve the intricate features observed in R 443͞555 ͑͒, such as the maximum near 120°or the minima near 20°and 160°. As we previously inferred by the lack of correlation between angular ratio R 443͞555 ͑120°͒͞ R 443͞555 ͑140°͒ and a p ͞c p ͑443 nm͒ with regard to the whole data set, the angular variation of the ␤ p spectra does not seem to be exclusively sensitive to the absorption effects. The size distribution of the particles might also be a source of variability in the angular distribution of R 443͞555 . To examine the influence of the size distribution, we studied the data obtained with monodispersed beads during the calibration experiment. The calibration measurements are helpful for two reasons: The size distribution follows a lognormal function and thus differs from the Junge power law, and the imaginary part of the refractive index of the beads is known to be small and thus the calibration data are not altered by the effects of absorption. Examples of variations in R 443͞555 ͑͒ measured for two bead sizes, namely, 0.6 and 0.9 m, are plotted in Fig. 9 . In both cases, R 443͞555 ͑͒ showed strong features, with successions of maxima and minima, which were well reproduced by Mie theory. Oscillations in R 443͞555 ͑͒ value mean that the ␤ p spectra could vary sharply within a small range of scattering angles. As an example, ␤ p shows a greater spectral slope from 443 to 555 nm at 150°than at 120°when the bead size is 0.9 m (Fig.  10) . Therefore the calibration data suggest that the maxima and minima observed in the measurements of R 443͞555 ͑͒ on 1, 11, and 12 August could possibly be retrieved by use of Mie theory, provided that a modal distribution of the particles is introduced into the computations. Practically, because a single monodispersed mode of particles is not realistic in natural waters, the size distribution of the particles was described as the sum of a Junge law and a lognormal function. The lognormal size distribution typically characterizes the presence of monodispersed particles, whereas the Junge law is representative of a continuous background of particles. It should be highlighted that such a model of size distribution was previously shown to be relevant for the Baltic Sea. 52 The presence of monodispersed particles could also be relevant near the platform because the structure of the water column is continuously changed at such a near-coastal site, even during calm conditions, by a complex system of currents, narrow jets, etc. We adjusted the parameters of the lognormal distribution (real and imaginary parts of refractive indices m p and m p Ј, mean radius r mean , and standard deviation ) to retrieve the measurements. Note that a complex refractive index was used in the modal distribution to account for the absorption properties of the monodispersed particles.
On 11 August at 16 m, the best agreement between theory and measurements ( Fig. 11) was obtained for the following parameter values: The refractive indices of the particles distributed according to the Junge law were n p ϭ 1.07 and n p Ј ϭ 0.0002, Junge exponent was 3.2, the refractive indices of the lognormal mode of the particles were m p ϭ 1.17 and m p Ј ϭ 0.007 at 443 nm and m p Ј ϭ 0.0005 at 490 nm, the mean radius was r mean ϭ 0.65 m, and the standard deviation was ϭ 0.1 m. The relative RMS obtained for R 443͞555 and R 490͞555 was 9.1% and 7.6%, respectively (Table 3) . Except in the near-forward region ͑ Ͻ 5°͒, the agreement is satisfactory, especially at 20°and 160°, where the minima are properly reproduced. Furthermore, the order of magnitude of the refractive indices derived for both types of particle n p Ͻ 1.10 in the case of a Junge distribution and m p Ͼ 1.12 in the case of the modal distribution) suggests that a phytoplankton population coexisted with an absorbing mineral suspension. The occurrence of a continuous background of phytoplankton (i.e., distributed according to a Junge power law) is realistic because a high Chl a was measured in the second half of the experiment, in particular on 11 August at 16 m ͑Chl a ϭ 1.85 mg m Ϫ3 ͒. The weak value of Junge exponent points out the occurrence of large cells, which is consistent with the higher packaging effect observed after 6 August. 32 The presence of minerals is corroborated by the values of b bp ͑b bp ϳ 2%͒, which were too high to be ascribed to phytoplankton. 32 The relatively high value of m p Ј at 443 nm is in agreement with significant absorption by nonalgal particles ͓a NAP ͑443 nm͒ ϭ 0.07 m Ϫ1 ͔. The fact that the minerals consist of submicrometric particles ͑r mean ϭ 0.65 m͒ can be explained by effect of the bottom, which is composed mainly of sand. We note that bubbles also lead to high values of b bp . 11 However, their signature is not present in the VSF measurements. The most significant feature of the angular scattering distribution by bubbles appears in the range of scattering of angles 60°-80°, where the magnitude of the scattering is higher by 1 order of magnitude than the scattering by other particles. 11 Therefore the effects of bubbles (clean or coated bubbles) can easily be observed in this angular domain. Introduction of bubbles into the Mie calculations has always led to large discrepancies in the retrieval of R 443͞555 in the 60°-80°range. We conclude that bubbles do not contribute significantly to the angular variation of R 443͞555 in this experiment.
The retrieval of the spectral ratios R 443͞555 and R 490͞555 was also successful for the data measured on 12 August at 4 m and 1 August at 20 m (Table 1 and Fig. 12 ). For clarity, Fig. 12 shows only the retrieval Table 2. of R 443͞555 . For both samples, the main angular features found in the measurements were well retrieved, especially the minima observed at 20°and 160°(especially on 12 August) and the maximum near 120°. The Mie parameters that allowed us to obtain the best agreement are listed in Table 2 . As for measurements on 11 August, the Mie parameters suggest the coexistence of phytoplanktonic and mineral particles on 1 and 12 August. This result is consistent with the observations, as Chl a was significant both days ͑Chl a ϭ 1.8 mg m Ϫ3 on 12 August and Chl a ϭ 1.2 mg m Ϫ3 on August 1). The backscattering ratio was also sufficiently high ͑Ͼ2%͒ to justify the occurrence of minerals. Note that a NAP ͑443 nm͒ was least on 1 August at 20 m ͑Ͻ0.02 m Ϫ1 ͒, which is consistent with the retrieval of nearly nonabsorbing particles.
The presence of monodispersed particles was expected from the spectral variation observed in b bp during the experiment. The spectral ratio b bp of 443 to 555 nm varied within Ϯ30%. 32 According to previous studies based on measurements of algae cultures, 43, 53 such a significant spectral variation can be ascribed to the presence of monodispersed particles.
Our study showed that the variations of the measured ␤ p spectra with respect to the scattering angle were well reproduced from theory by use of realistic parameters. Such a validation was necessary owing to the lack of identical spectral measurements of the VSF in the literature. Based on our analysis, the spectral shapes of ␤ p and their variations with scattering angle are highly sensitive both to absorption effects and to the size distribution of the particles.
C. Spectral Variation of the Particulate Phase Function
Previous studies 15, 17 showed that particulate phase function ␤ p ͑͒ is weakly wavelength dependent. However, it is worth noting that the conclusions were drawn on the basis of a limited number of samples, typically fewer than 20, and with equipment dating from three decades ago. Owing to the lack of recent spectral measurements of ␤ p ͑͒, a spectrally neutral variation of ␤ p ͑͒ is still currently assumed in the radiative-transfer computations 38, 54 and in the ocean color inversion algorithms. 55 Such a hypothesis might be justified because ␤ p and b p are both highly dependent on the wavelength; thus, one can expect that their ratio will significantly reduce the spectral effects. Our experiment allowed us to test the reliability of the independence of ␤ p from wavelength, at least in the Crimea Peninsula. First we studied the spectral variation of ␤ p at 140° (Fig. 13) . As was observed for ␤ p (Fig. 2) , ␤ p spectra showed a high degree of spectral variability during the experiment. A depression was observed in the blue relative to the green on certain days (for example, on 8 August at 0 m). As ␤ p ͑140°͒ spectra were observed to be sensitive to the absorption effects, we examined the relationship between ␤ p ͑140°͒ and the absorption coefficients of the particles. Two significant correlations r 2 ϭ 0.71 in both cases) were found between the phase function at 443 nm and a NAP ͑400 nm͒ before and after 6 August (Fig. 14) . Therefore the phase function at 140°is also sensitive to the absorption effects. The slopes of the two linear fits differed by a factor of 3, thus supporting the change in particle type after the gusting wind observed during the experiment.
The following study of the spectral variation of ␤ p ͑140°͒ focuses only on the layer 0 -4 m, which was most influenced by the weather changes. The spectral ratio of ␤ p from 443 to 555 nm (hereafter referred to as R 443 ) at 140°was related to the parameter a NAP ͞a ph measured at 400 nm (Fig. 15) . Figure 15 allows us to evaluate the relative contribution of nonalgal particles and phytoplankton absorption to the spectral variation of ␤ p ͑140°͒. A significant correlation was observed ͑r 2 ϭ 0.72͒: R 443 ͑140°͒ decreased linearly from 1.05 to 0.60 with a NAP ͞a ph . Therefore the phase function at 140°showed a greater depression in the blue when the absorption by nonalgal particles was greater than phytoplankton absorption (i.e., high values a NAP ͞a ph ). The lowest values of R 443 ͑140°͒ (i.e., the highest spectral variation) were observed on 6 and 8 August, when the contribution of a NAP to total particulate absorption a p was 66% and 88%, respectively. ␤ p ͑140°͒ spectra flattened ͓R 443 ͑140°͒ → 1͔, however, when the relative importance of phytoplankton absorption increased. Large particles typically induce a weak spectral variation of the backscattering properties. 56 Because phytoplankton cells are usually larger than nonalgal particles, it is not surprising to observe a flattening of the ␤ p ͑140°͒ spectra as a NAP ͞a ph decreases.
According to the definition of the phase function [Eq. (3)], the spectral ratio of R 443 , expressed in terms of spectral ratio R 443͞555 , is written as
The ratio b p ͑555 nm͒͞b p ͑443 nm͒ is independent of the scattering angle; thus the angular shapes expected are the same as for the VSF, to a scaling factor given by b p ͑555 nm͒͞b p ͑443 nm͒ (Fig. 16) . Thus the conclusion about the sensitivity of the angular variations of the spectral shapes to the absorption and the size distribution of particles is the same for R 443 . However, in the presence of highly absorbing particles, the depression of the phase function in the blue is more pronounced ͓b p ͑555 nm͒͞b p ͑443 nm͒ Ͼ 1͔ than the depression observed in the VSF.
Conclusions
Spectral measurements of the volume scattering function were collected in a coastal environment. For the first time to our knowledge, the spectral variations of both the volume scattering function and the phase function of the particles were analyzed as a function of scattering angle. We examined the VSF at 140°because it is often used to derive the backscattering coefficient of the particles. The data showed lower values of ␤ p ͑140°͒ at 443 nm relative to 555 nm, especially in the second half of the field experiment, which were ascribed to the occurrence of absorbing nonalgal particles in the study area. The angular distribution of the spectral ratio of the VSF showed intricate features. Three trends prevailed during the experiment: (i) a monotonic decrease with , (ii) minima near 20°and 160°, and (iii) a maximum near 120°. Besides using absorption effects, the only way to reconcile the observations with theory was to assume that the size distribution of the particles was the sum of a Junge power law and a lognormal function. In particular, the introduction of a modal distribution of the particles allowed us to retrieve successfully the minima and maxima observed in the spectral ratio of the VSF. Despite the fact that we were unable to validate rigorously the absolute values of the parameters derived from theory, the order of magnitude of the retrieved complex refractive index was consistent with other ancillary optical data, such as the chlorophyll a concentration and the magnitude of the backscattering ratio. The occurrence of monodispersed particles was also consistent with the high spectral variability observed in the backscattering ratio. In a fashion similar to that for ␤ p , the spectral variation of the particulate phase function was highly dependent on the scattering angle. The angular variation of ␤ p spectra was similarly sensitive to the absorption effects and to the size distribution of particles. Therefore our results suggest caution in the use of spectrally neutral phase functions in radiativetransfer modeling. We measured departure as far as 40% from flatness at 140°. As a result of this study, future efforts should be directed toward routine spectral measurements of the VSF over the full range of scattering angles for better understanding of the directional effects of the particles and thus for proper prediction of the water leaving signal for remote sensing purposes. 
